Q:1 Choose the correct answer.

i. There are ___________ letters in English alphabets.
   a) 22  b) 24  c) 26  d) 28

ii. The number of consonants are.
    a) 20  b) 21  c) 22  d) 23

iii. A group of words that makes complete sense is called.
    a) Word  b) Phrase  c) Clause  d) Sentence

iv. Name of a person, place or thing is called a.
    a) Noun  b) Pronoun  c) Verb  d) Article

v. A sentence which expresses emotions or feelings is called.
   a) Assertive  b) Imperative  c) Interrogative  d) Exclamatory

vi. ___________ is a group of words that makes incomplete sense.
    a) Phrase  b) Subject  c) Verb  d) Object

vii. In the sentence “Work hard” hard is an.
     a) Adverb  b) Adjective  c) Article  d) Interjection

viii. There are ___________ parts of speech.
      a) Six  b) Seven  c) Eight  d) Nine

ix. Word used instead of noun is called.
    a) Pronoun  b) Adjective  c) Preposition  d) Conjunction

x. A ___________ has one main clause and one subordinate clause.
   a) Simple sentence  b) Complex sentence  c) Compound sentence  d) Assertive sentence

*************************
Q. 1 Write the short answer to any twelve. (12x2=24)

1) What are articles.
2) Define phrase and give two examples.
3) Define assertive sentence. Give examples.
4) Define subject and predicate with example.
5) Define verb with examples.
6) What is compound sentence.
7) Define conjunction with examples.
8) What is a complex sentence.
9) Give the other two forms of the verb “break”.
10) Name three kinds of verb.
11) What do you mean by noun. Explain with example.
12) How many letters are there in English alphabets.
13) How many consonants are there in English alphabets.
14) Change the sentence into negative. “Imran played well”.
15) Change the sentence into interrogative. “She speaks English”.
16) Give the superlative degree of the adjective “Bad”.
17) Insert suitable preposition in the following.
   We believe ___________ one God.
18) Correct the following.
   He is taller than me.

(SECTION-II)

Note: Attempt any two questions. (8x2=16)

Q. 2 Write an application to the Manager Ali Maroof Company for the post of Quantity Surveyor. (08)

Q. 3 Write a letter to your friend congratulating him on his success in exams. (08)

Q. 4 Translate the following into English.